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Abstract: With the I-type plastic extrusion die for example, the advantages and disadvantages between the traditional
design method and optimization design method were compared. The design was studied via finite element numeric
analysis combined with optimization, whose objective was the equal average flow velocity of each sub-field of profile
cross section at extrusion die. And the optimization design was studied by tacking the thickness of the entrance of
transition section and the sectional dimension of forming section as the design variables. An example was provided to
illustrate the optimization method proposed above. Results showed that the flow nonuniformity index could be reduced
almost 9% and the mean flow velocity could be improved 28% by optimizing the design variables such as the thickness of
the entrance of transition section and the sectional dimension of forming section.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Plastic extrusion die design is a very important part of the
extrusion molding technology, which influences many
factors such as the die cost, productivity, die life, product
accuracy and production cycle. Therefore, it is extremely
essential to study the plastic extrusion die, especially the
design of its transition section and forming section. The
extrusion forming process of plastic profiles is a complex
continuous
nonlinear
dynamic
process
involved
thermodynamics, fluid mechanics, organic chemistry,
mechanics and other disciplines, making the extrusion die
design more difficult than other forming mold design [1-6].
The mold need be tested and repaired repeatedly in the
traditional plastic extrusion die manufacture, which require
skillful technical talents and a mount of human and material
resource. With the development of modern computer, lots of
fluid analysis software products have appeared, which could
optimize the relevant parameters before the plastic extrusion
die manufacture, simplifying the manual testing and
repairing procedures.
Based on the influence analysis of the structure
parameters on the extrusion flow, the mathematical model
was established and studied via finite element numeric
analysis combined with optimization, whose objective was
the equal average flow velocity of each sub-field of profile
cross section at extrusion die. The detailed optimization

process was provided by an example, verifying the
correctness and validity of the proposed method.
2. TRADITIONAL
ANALYSIS

PLASTIC

EXTRUSION

DIE

In traditional design, the plastic extrusion die runner was
designed to streamline by experience, avoiding sudden
changes and stagnations. However, it was unable to ensure
of the flow uniformity of the outlet. With the development of
the fluid simulation technology, we could evaluate the mold
design with the help of the new numerical simulation
technology. The problems and deficiencies could be found in
the design process, improving the reliability and economy of
the mold design.
2.1. Mathematical Model
Based on the production practice experience, material
characteristic and the specific process conditions of the
plastic extrusion, the instructions in this section assume the
following: steady laminar flow, wall adhesion, regardless of
the inertia force and gravity, isothermal flow, melt
incompressibility.
Based on the law of mass conservation, momentum
conservation and energy conservation, the continuity
equation, momentum equations, and constitutive equations
were established as follows [7,8].
The continuity equation:
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The momentum equations:
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In the above equations, the velocity components in x, y
and z direction are expressed as vx , v y and vz respectively;

t

The constitutive equations:

τ = η (γ ) ⋅ γ = k ⋅ γ n−1 ⋅ γ
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respectively. h, b and b1 were the length, the width and the
corresponding transition section entrance thickness of the
middle vertical part, respectively. In this calculation
example, l is 60 mm, t is 6 mm, t1 is 12 mm, h is 20 mm, b is
6 mm, b1 is 12 mm.

h
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P is the static pressure; η is the viscosity; τ is the shearing
stress; γ is the shearing rate; K is the consistency
coefficient; n is the power exponent.

Fig. (2). Sectional dimension of forming section.

2.2. Finite Element Model Establishment of Die Runner

Based on the above model and boundary conditions, we
could obtain the velocity profile for the outlet of the die,
shown in Fig. (3). The velocity at the central connection was
24 mm/s, the velocity at the I-type corner was 15 mm/s, and
the velocity at the side wall was 10 mm/s. Considering the
above analysis of Fig. (3), the flow velocity distribution of
each sub-field of profile cross section at extrusion die was
comparatively uneven. Therefore, if the die structure design
violated the flow rate balance principle, the profile extrudate
would twist and deform, even cause wrinkles or fracture,
while leaving the extrusion die [10-13]. In order to obtain a
balance of extrusion die flow speed, the trial-and-error
method was traditionally adopt in the optimization of the
sectional dimension of forming section and the geometric
outline of transition section. However, we could adopt the
advanced optimization technique to optimize the geometric
parameters of the extrusion die, improving the reliability and
economy of the mold design.

The extrusion die runner was divided into 3 sections,
which are transportation section, transition section and
forming section. Establish the finite element model of the die
runner and divide it into small grids, which includes 295649
three-dimensional elements, shown in Fig. (1).
A
B
Entrance

C

D
E

A’

B’

Transportation Transition
section
section

C’
Forming
section

D’
Free
surface

E’

Exit

Fig. (1). Finite element model of die runner.
Based on the production practice experience and the
fundamental assumption of the extrusion forming, the
boundary conditions were defined as follows [9]: AA’ is the
entrance of the solution domain. At the entrance, the melt
subjects to a constant normal force and the flow is 3000
mm3/s. EE’ is the exit of the solution domain. At the exit, the
melt bears no traction and υs, Fn both equal 0. At the
adhesion section, the melt sticks to the wall while flowing in
the die runner. For the adhesion section, υn and υs both equal
0. For the free surface, Fn and υn both equal 0.
The sectional dimension of forming section was shown in
Fig. (2). Assume that the length l, the width t and the
corresponding transition section entrance thickness t1 of the
upper and lower horizontal parts were equivalent,

2.3. Problem Analysis of Traditional Plastic Extrusion
Die

3. OPTIMIZATION MODEL ESTABLISHMENT
Many scholars have done a lot of research on the
extrusion die optimization. Lots of new ideas about the
extrusion die design theory, design method and improvement
were put forward. But most of those researches were for a
particular type of mould or based on some simple flow
channel section, such as round, rectangular and circular, etc.
Those extrusion die optimization design based on the
analytical method could not be applicable to the complex
flow channel section.
To analyze the flow state of the plastic melt in the
extrusion die was the primary task to optimize the die
runner. The optimization objective was to achieve the
minimum mean square error of each sub-field of profile
cross section at extrusion die. It made for obtaining the
plastic products with more uniform mechanical properties
but less twist, deformation, wrinkle and fracture. In this
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Fig. (3). Velocity profile for the outlet of the die.

paper, the finite element mothed was adopted to analyze the
I-type plastic extrusion die. The mathematic model was
established, as shown in formula 6, whose optimization
objective function was the mean square error of the flow
velocities of each cell nodes at the die exit cross profile [1418].

⎡ vxy (ϕ ) ⎤
⎡ v (ϕ ) ⎤
min f (ϕ ) = ∫ ⎢
− 1⎥ dx dy = ∑ ⎢ i
− 1⎥
⎢⎣ v
⎥⎦
⎥⎦
i=1 ⎢
⎣ v
2

N

N

2

(6)

where, ϕ is the set of design variables, which includes the
length l, the width t, the corresponding transition section
entrance thickness t1 of the horizontal parts, and the length h,
the width b and the corresponding transition section entrance
thickness b1 of the middle vertical part. Table 1 shows the
scopes of the above design variables. f ϕ is the mean

( )

square error of the flow velocities, which is the objective
function. N is the count of the cell nodes at the die exit cross
profile. v is the average velocity at the die exit cross profile.
vi ϕ is the velocity of node i at the die exit cross profile.

( )

The thickness of the entrance of transition section and the
sectional dimension of forming section was selected as the
design variables, which had great influence upon the plastic
extrusion flow. The flow equilibrium could be achieved by
optimizing these above design variables to balance the melt
flow resistance of each sub-field.
The optimum path of the die runner was shown in Fig. (4).

END

Fig. (4). Optimum path of the die runner.

4. OPTIMIZATION RESULT ANALYSIS
The initial port design’s unit was divided reasonably.
And the boundary conditions, initial conditions, material
physical parameters and process parameters was introduced
into the optimization. At the end of the finite element
solution, the state variables and the objective function value
of optimization could be extracted from the finite element
calculation results in the post-processing module.
The scopes of design variables in the optimization was
shown in Table 1. After the optimization, the velocity profile
for the outlet of the die was obtained, shown in Fig. (5). And
the optimization results were shown in Table 2.
As shown in the above charts, it was found that the
dimension of each sub-field could reach a better proportion
and the melt flow resistance of each sub-field could be
balanced by optimizing the thickness of the entrance of
transition section and the sectional dimension of forming
section.
The flow equilibrium of the die exit was improved and
the flow nonuniformity index was reduced almost 9%. And
the mean flow velocity was improved 28%, from 13.52
mm/s up to 17.31 mm/s, which could completely satisfy
different engineering applications.
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example. The optimization results showed that the flow
equilibrium of the die exit was improved and the flow
nonuniformity index was reduced almost 9%, and the mean
flow velocity was improved 28%.
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In this paper, the advantages and disadvantages between
the traditional design method and optimization design
method were compared. Further more, the mathematical
model was established and studied via finite element
numeric analysis combined with optimization, whose
objective was the minimum mean square error of each subfield of profile cross section at extrusion die. And the
thickness of the entrance of transition section and the
sectional dimension of forming section was selected as the
design variables.
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Scopes of design variables.
Design Variables

Scope/mm

l

50-70

t

4-8

t1

8-16

h

12-28

b

4-8

b1

8-16
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